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From our Principal 
 

Our seniors have successfully undertaken their school exams. These exams will serve as good 

preparation for the NCEA exams in November. Over the next week, students will get their results back, 

the key things to focus on at this stage is not so much the grade, but rather the areas they need to 

improve on.  For each exam your child should have a clear idea on what they need to focus on and how 

to improve for the external examinations coming up.  

This is a good opportunity to explain the difference between Achieved, Merit and Excellence grades. 

Getting higher grades is not just a matter of getting more things right, though that does help. The key is 

the level of thinking which is demonstrated. There are some differences between subjects however in 

general, an Achieved grade means that you can describe the topic. To get a Merit you need to be able to 

explain, looking at reasons why something happens. While to get an Excellence you need to be able 

analyse, make comparisons and draw links between different topics. One way of looking at it is if you 

can describe what a family member looks and acts like you get an achieved, if you can explain why they 

act that way then it’s a Merit, and if you can show how their actions affect the family and how the wider 

family responds then that is an Excellence. 

I would like to wish you all the best for the long weekend.  

 

Kia Tamatane 

Important Dates 
26 October Labour Day (no school) 

27 October DTE Level 2 External Exam 

26 – 30 October Tokelau Language Week 

28 October  Engagement Awards Assembly 

4 November Arts Awards Evening 

10 November Graduation and Senior Prize giving 

19 November Teacher Only Day 

9 December Junior Prize giving 



 

Our Commitments 
 

The focus next week will be on engagement in lessons. In class and assembly we will talk about the 

importance of answering questions, asking questions, discussing the work and what is being taught in 

class. It is great to see going around classes that students are getting better and better at this, their 

written work is also improving, with answers showing greater detail and more thought. This is all really 

good. An area we do need to work on is continuing these habits on into homework. Doing regular 

homework is essential for students to succeed at the level they are capable of achieving. 

 

Planning Ahead 
 

We want to take this opportunity to remind you of our plans if there is further disruption caused by the 

Pandemic in the future: 

In the unlikely event that a student is diagnosed with Covid 19, we will inform our families by text, email 

and online. Students will be released to go home at the end of the current period. The school will then 

be closed for 72 hours for deep cleaning. In the event of a positive test, all parents of close contacts will 

receive a letter outlining what to do next. If you do not receive a close contact letter shortly, your child 

can attend school as normal. Please be reassured that the chance of close contacts developing the 

illness is small, and the risk is even smaller for everyone else at school at the same time as the person 

with COVID-19. With a 72 hour closure of school, online learning will not occur. 

Curriculum and Study NewsFrom 

theCurriculum News 

With the conclusion last week of our second NCEA assessment week, our senior students 

are firmly in the final stretch of the year. Within the next fortnight all senior Internal 

Assessment will be completed, and the focus firmly moves to the end-of year-examinations. 

It is important to remind our students that all the research on the neuroscience of study 

skills shows that cramming is not effective. This applies to both our NCEA students and also 

our junior students who will be sitting end-of-course/year tests. Short consistent periods of 

study help the information to stick. Finding different ways to process this information is also 



important. Don’t rely on just reading class notes. Reformat notes in diagrams, mind maps, 

or timelines, for example. Use colours to group ideas in your notes to help your recall in 

moments of stress. Don’t review everything every session; test yourself on topics, and then 

specifically spend time actively remaking notes for those areas that aren’t ‘sticking’. 

However, the biggest piece of advice for our NCEA students specifically, is to use the help 

that is on offer to you. Teachers are available for specific help. Completing past papers and 

getting feedback on these can help refine exam techniques. Don’t forget the power of 

change of environment for study, either – our library is a wonderful resource in which 

students can take time to review their work in a quiet dedicated space. 

 

Sports News 
Otahuhu College were part of the ASS Senior 7s competition at Waitemata Stadium on Friday 16th 

October where we fielded both a boys and girls team. 

Our Senior Boys played very well throughout the day and were able to match most teams with speed 

and skill but the physical size of most teams. They finished the day with one win against Pakuranga 

College and three loses against Dilworth College, Liston College and eventual winners Kelston Boys High 

School. 

The girls team started the day well with a come from behind win against Tamaki College. Unfortunately 

they faced a very strong Mt Albert Grammar School team in the next game. Narrow loses in the next two 

games  both on the scoreboard and  to key players against Mt Roskill Grammar School and Southern 

Cross Campus. The girls final game gave rise to the next group of Otahuhu College girls rugby players 

with 5 Junior girls starting in the game against Papatoetoe High School where the team ran out 

convincing winners. 

Thank you to those parents that came out and supported on Friday we really appreciate your support 

and looking ahead to the U15 Tournament and rebuilding for next year. 

 



Junior boys team played well for their first game of the season against St Peters, taking it out with the 

final score at 9-0.  The girl’s tennis team are all new to the sport and enjoyed playing for the first time 

against Botany.  Training days for both teams are after school Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 

3.00-4.00pm.    

 

 

Stem News 
 

In-class activities: 

The 9H science class has been working on poster of the either the circulatory or the respiratory system. 

They researched the system as a whole, and also presented about an illness that effects the system and 

the available treatments for the illness. 

 

 



 

 

Science Tutorials: 

Monday BIO3U  

Tuesday SCI1U; CHE3U 

Wednesday SCI1U; CHE2U; PHY3U 

Thursday BIO2U; BIO3U 

 

All tutorials run from 3-4 pm unless otherwise noted. 

 

 

 

 

 


